
16088: "a month started in sweden experiencing very cold but sunny weather and 

some snowfall to then come to the netherlands also experiencing a bit of snowfall 

and the cold weather visiting the german city of aachen before staying all the 

time in culemborg enjoying a warmer weather with sunny days taking walks and 

working on a bike shelter but then also some rough yet still quite warm weather 

with rain and much wind"

18084: "a month spent mostly in the netherlands experiencing almost no wind even if 

spending  quite  some  time  walking  along  the  river  and  finally  feeling  an 

increasing wind working outside laying bricks on our bike shelter till at last 

getting days of very strong wind making biking quite hard and at last delaying my 

flight to sweden"

05087: "taking quite some walks mostly in the netherlands exploring both the east 

and the west side of the river in culemborg and then with myrthe walking in 

maastricht during her brother's birthday taking a small walk with her relatives on 

the hills and later going to aachen and walking all around it despite the cold 

weather and also walking again from the central station in amsterdam to the very 

south where hanneke lives and after a week despite the rain also checking out the 

small city of amersfoort prior attending arjan's birthday"

04075: "a month to begin with feeling very split about where i belong going to 

the netherlands after sweden and italy and recovering by taking long walks but 

then getting sad about august not liking school and missing me and recovering my 

strength building crates for my prints and at last having some good deal of energy 

while in sweden playing with august and meeting refugees from syria"

08058: "a fable improvised inspired by the black bird couple getting upset of the 

bike shelter i put up next to their bush in the netherlands and also inspired by 

again my feeling of being a foreigner in the netherlands filled with many birds 

and big clouds"

12107: "news collected looking at the internet and finding a lot of casualties 

with shooting and death caused by religious fanatics aside from minor events like 

sinking boats and epidemics"

02137:  "a  month  with  regular  dreams  taking  vitamins  to  relax  my  back  still 

getting flashes about my property in the alps and then dream more frequently about 

my life up north getting quite affected by the news watched on the television in 

the evening but also the case-study i will have to soon do in the mountains"

09053: "recording accomplished walking up and down the river here in holland 

taking advantage of beautiful sunny days but also cold and windy reflecting on my 

situation now departed from sweden and academia finding at last some peace of mind 

and also recording while in sweden despite the cold there walking alone in the 

forest and to the supermarket"



07044: "painting done during my short stay in the netherlands between a cold 

period spent in sweden and going finally to italy to rennovate the barn and 

spending now little time painting the margins as well as now finishing the blue 

color having to cut the tube to get the remaining paint out before going to the 

netherlands and spending a weekend there breathing fresh paint but also the clean 

air by the river"

15076:  "a  pretty  clean  month  with  only  few  exposures  to  traffic  mostly  in 

stockholm working on my thesis and my project waiting for the winter to go by but 

also building plywood crates for my photo panel sawing them and breathing the glue 

inside and working in sunny days mixing mortar outside breathing the cement and 

then in sweden to play with august cutting accidentally a fibergalss tube smelling 

all the chemical and breathing the fresh paint while renovating a small room for 

him in the netherlands as well as experiencing the rotterdam traffic in a one day 

visit to the art fair"

13105: "filming public space during a beautiful autumn in sweden really much 

enjoying my son's rich neighborhood and also exploring the netherlands following 

myrthe  to  arnhem  and  taking  an  exploring  extensively  there  despite  the  cold 

weather to then go back again to a sunny sweden and later to italy for a very 

sunny christmas vacations keeping mostly in the alps and at last reaching sweden 

again finding a frozen landscape and hard to film with my hands freezing"

13106: "filming of public spaces done mostly in culemborg exploring the beautiful 

dutch surrounding and being much in nature before exploring with myrthe the german 

city of aachen much destroyed by the war and also going to stockholm filming there 

despite the cold weather and exploring around during my walks in the city as well 

as in my son's neighborhood"

18085: "a month started in sweden experiencing little wind beside a one day 

walking in stockholm and then no wind at all going back to holland but again 

during a walk along the dyke and similarly renovating my barn in italy only 

perceiving little wind"

05088: "walking quite a lot alone around august's place exploring the forest and 

the neighborhood but also in stockholm crossing the city from the east station to 

the central andin holland keeping up my walks up and down the river to later go to 

italy but doing very little walking mostly to check my field and then to reach the 

train station in vicenza"

16089: "another month going first from a rather cold and wet winter weather in 

stockholm to the warmer dutch weather where i anyway experienced a bit of snow but 

still was able to even go out by bike and then finally keeping a whole week 

renovating in the mountains and feeling a very nice temperature getting quite hot 

in the afternoon and then cold again at night with several beautiful days unlike



the gray days at my return to the netherlands with one last very bright day"

12108: "yet another month dominated with islamic terrorism casualties and other 

minor casualties read on the news mostly on the internet with a break while being 

up in the mountains renovating"




